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Chairs Morita and Ito, Vice-Chairs Coffman and Har, and members of the committees.
My name is Richard Wainscoat and I am here today to submit this testimony in my
capacity as an Astronomer at the University of Hawai'i Institute for Astronomy, and as
President of Commission 50 of the International Astronomical Union, for the protection
of existing and potential observatory sites.

The University of Hawai'i at Manoa strongly supports this bill and recommends that it be
passed.

Hawai'i has two of the best astronomical observatory sites in the world. Mauna Kea
Observatory on the Island of Hawai'i is arguably the best observing site on Earth.
Haleakala Observatory on Maui is among the best observing sites in the Northern
hemisphere. Mauna Kea is threatened by light pollution. Haleakala already suffers
from significant light pollution that comes both from Maui County and from O'ahu.

Much of the populated area of the Earth suffers from unnecessary light pollution. Light
pollution is adverse effects of man-made lighting including sky glow, energy waste,
glare, and environmental harm. Much of it is unnecessary, and results from careless
and wasteful use of light at night. The Island of Hawai'i has had a lighting ordinance for
many years, and it has protected the dark night sky over Mauna Kea. However,
continued population growth and the associated growth in lighting is threatening the
dark night sky over Mauna Kea, and will require more careful choice of lighting in the
future. Maui County enacted a new lighting ordinance in 2008 that will help to reduce
light pollution over Haleakala. However, Maui's lighting ordinance will do nothing to
reduce the light from O'ahu that is affecting Haleakala. Kaua'i does not have a lighting
ordinance, but already has some of the best lighting in Hawai'i because it has many
endangered birds. All streetlights on Kaua'i are fully shielded, and emit no light above
the horizontal plane; unshielded lights cause confusion to birds (possibly leading to
death).



Light can travel for over 200 miles through the atmosphere (light from Honolulu can be
seen from Mauna Kea). Therefore, preservation of the night sky is a statewide issue.

Sky glow is the aspect of light pollution that most affects astronomy. Air molecules and
dust scatter artificial light into the telescopes. Every 10% brighter that artificial light
makes the sky from its natural level makes the effective size of a telescope 10%
smaller. The following series of photographs, using the same exposure, shows the
difference in sky brightness and star visibility between Mauna Kea, Kailua (O'ahu), and
Honolulu. On O'ahu, the sky at Sandy Beach, where we take our undergraduate
astronomy students to view the night sky is about four times brighter than on the Big
Island. The Milky Way is barely visible from Sandy Beach. Much of the light that is
being sent upwards into the sky is wasted, and therefore corresponds to wasted energy.
In Hawai'i, approximately $10 million is wasted each yearby poor lighting.

The "Starlight Reserve" concept is being developed in cooperation with the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) to address the loss
of the ability to view the night sky that is happening across the Earth. Over 99% of the
visitors to Hawai'i come from places with significant light pollution. Much of the
continental United States has a serious light pollution problem. The night sky is
relatively unpolluted on all of the major Hawaiian Islands except O'ahu, and even on
O'ahu, the dark night sky could be recovered by more careful use of light at night. The
State Department of Transportation is already improving lighting on highways by using
fully shielded light fixtures in new installations and when replacing existing fixtures.

The work of the advisory committee that will be created by this legislation will have
tremendous benefits to Hawai'i that extend far beyond protection of astronomy.
These include:

1. Energy savings, by reducing or eliminating wasteful use of light at night;
2. Improved road safety by reduction of glare from roadway lighting;
3. Benefits to animals, including endangered birds that become confused by

artificial lights at night, and endangered turtles, that use stars to guide them to
the water after hatching or nesting, and mistake artificial lights for stars;

4. Preservation and recovery of the ability of Hawai'i's residents and visitors to view
the beauty of the night sky; and

5. Benefits to human health. Light at night disrupts the human circadian rhythm,
and has been linked to breast and prostate cancer. Because of this link, the
World Health Organization has listed shift work as a probable carcinogen.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony.
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Photographs of iddle), and
Honolulu (bottom), using exactly the same exposure time. Notice the dramatic
differences in sky brightness, and how many more stars are visible from Mauna Kea
than from O'ahu.
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SB 536 SDI

RELATING TO STARLIGHT RESERVE.

Chairs Morita and Ito, Vice Chairs Coffman and Har, and members of the Committees.

The department supports the concept behind SB536 SDl, which supports the development ofa

statewide starlight reserve strategy to preserve the quality of Hawaii's night sky and its

associated cultural, scientific, natural, and landscape-related values.

We concur that establishing a starlight reserve in Hawaii would help to reduce the

amount of ambient light pollution in the night skies over our State. In so doing, we believe this

reserve would both protect and promote cultural heritages associated with the night sky, help

safeguard the equilibrium ofthe biosphere in which nocturnal and diurnal habitats are threatened

by light pollution, and significantly enhance the quality of our night skies for astronomical



observation and research.

In order to achieve the potential benefits for astronomy, tourism, public health, education,

biological diversity, land management, and economic development statewide, we believe that a

starlight reserve strategy must be developed and implemented in coordination with appropriate

State, County and Municipal agencies and organizations to ensure its quality, efficacy and

sustainability. The proposed starlight reserve advisory committee would work with our

department to include all stakeholders potentially impacted by the reserve and take into account

all pertinent safety regulations.

We understand that the intent of the proponents ofthe starlight reserve is to reduce the

potential financial impact of implementation by proposing the replacement ofexisting light

fixtures, after they degrade/expire, with more energy and cost efficient technology.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this bill.
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Confronting light pollution: National Dark Sky Week '
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sentatives. it asked the u.s. Environmen
tal Protection Agency (EPA) to take fOur
steps against tight pollution:

I) Codify a formal definition for 'Ught
pollution" that captures the detrimental
effects that result from unchecked night·
time illumination. .

2) Incorporate consideralion of the
environmentn~ safety; and health effects

I -~=iii

Each year, the International Dark-Sky Ano- amateur aStn;ri·bm:~~·a·~
ciatlon (IDA) chooses one week during· \ ze~s ~m·pa.rtfcipat~!~~,~l:
which they hope everyone In the United between,Ap·rJl.~·o·a~~,.A~r

.States helps to temporarily reduce light pol- to 1f ~'M: Eq{;1\; ~'.. ::'.;< :.~
Jutlon. II'S called National Dark·Sky Week . . Besides i'al$lri·g~·aW.~;e·r

(NDSW). The IDA encourages us all to turn . lem, NO'SWis goals:ai~to'i

off un'necessary lIgh~ 50 we can realize the tlon tem~ora,rIiY;: altowirig'us' to::'
wonder that our universe holds. If everyon~ night s~y In giea:ti!i' detail; en'cOl
partfdpates, NOSW will Inspire us to use pie t6 use better light nXtures; a
better lighting systems, NDSW was founded everyone agreater appreciation
not only to reduce light pollution, but al.o amy, thU;ieii~iti;'g other;lo h
to help people connect with the night sky. our dad: skl~s'lost bfka~s.i!io{tfq

NDSW usually OC:OJrS in April during the I()'ou·wan~to get lri~J'k"d:Wftf1·

week of New Moon. This year, New Moon· star parties' agAp~s'e~~atol~le.~\~·
occurs April 25 0, across the United1tes, logical eve,*,- M. E. B.
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Earth at night gets less dark every )'ur. As this l~age shows, the worst offenders are'the unl~ States
and Europe. O'I....-,M.lClIrIlI.nOfllA,Ulu'c:llIICClwr.IOllfl..EM<I'.otNOUNGOc:llMlI.'YCI.lI.'lb~Mw~""IloMrt(lrMIooI\fMSAG$fC.

glow. They use far less energy than
mercury-v.por or metal-h.lide lamps.,

Government action?
In August 2008, the InternatiooaJ Dark
Sky AssociSlion (IDA) worked with Con
gress on a. bipartisan letter in support of
light pollution research and education.
Signed by 11 U.S. Congress;onal repre-
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The light stops here
The best outdoor lighting faUs under the
c1assification"fuil-cutoff." Full-cutoff fix
tures do not allow light to escape above
90·, which marks the edge of the lamp's
shade. Such fixtures distribute light in a
directed pattern and provide equivalent
ground Ughting with less power. The first
full-cutoff light fixture was General Elec
tric's MIOO, introduced iri 1959.

Many slates mandate full-cutoff lights
for building or highway construction.
Today's full-cutoff fixtures generally
employ high-pressure sodium lamps.
Introduced in 1970. they, are the domi
naot streetlights ill the United States. The
main characteristk is their or-tWge,yellow
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Slid lighting in EI Paso, TeXiS - and many
ot,her cltles - has multiplied In recent years. If
nOf for the mountains In the background, these
lights might have gone on farther. ur"-'f. ...1dI
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Clutter refers to badly designed or
excessive light groups that generate con
fusion or 'cause safety issues. This gener
aily affects automobile drivers.

With all the bad lighting in this pholograph,
it's tough to pick out the one light tarrow) that
conforms to the full-cutoff stand,ud. _ •••If.·...kll
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lbll colo....cod.d m.p or light pollution acro,ss
the United States shows the darkest areas iS$,.

black. These areas generally .re remote. Gray
and mauve regions are Ideal hunting grounds
f01 pristine skies. Often, these areas are rural
and are not accessible by road.,Green sections
have acceptable dark-SKy conditions. If you
don't have access to any of the black areas (as
will be the ca,e in m.ny of the nonhe.stem
na~es). go for the green.

Glare results from high. contrast
between lit and unlit areas. Although it
affects amateur astronomers, it's most
often a problem for drivers. Bright street·

, lights, advertising signs. and poorly
placed lights used by businesses are the
primary. causes of glare.

Defining the problem
Outdoor light pollution manifests itself
in three ways: light trespass, glare, and
clutter. Light-trespass occurs when
unwanted external light enters your
property, It can ruin an imaging session'
or cause sleep deprivation ifbright light
enters through a bedroom window.

and security. Other lighting, such as that
used for advertising. may not be neces
sary. but it's a consequence of living in
our world today. If those lights are
designed and maintained correctly, they
can be a benefit without taking away

, from the night sky's beauty.

Mlch••1E. Bakich is a senior edlrof of
A5tronomy.
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Observers, ..trophotographers,
and nature·lovers all have a com·
mon enemy: light pollution. This

insidious problem, caused by excess
nighttime lighting. is growing worldwide.
Satellite images show few regions ofour

planet's nightside are truly dark. It's pos
sible, in fact, thatth. Moon is the only
object young people in large cities wUl
ever see. Indeed. the dark night sky is an
endangered natural resource.

Nobody denies that some outdoor
lighting is necessary for people's safety

I
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Pr0sre.llsively be1:ter outdoor lights (left to right) reduce both glare and sky glow.The best lights employ full~cutoff shades, which direct light below the
horizontal, sending the least amount of light into the sky.......","',bl,
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9) Educate those around you about
light pollution. This includes your family.
friends, neighbors. and elected officials,
With just a little bit of thought and effort;
light pollution.is one type of environ
mental problem that can be cleaned up
without any side effects,

10) Show your support for current
efforts. Help promote groups sllch as the
International Dark-Sky Association and
manufacturers who produce approved

. fixtnres. Ifyon blog. write abontlight
pollution. Don't just gripe! Mention suc
cess stories whenever you can.

Taking a proactive approach to light
pollution ensures that fuutre nights will
be safe. healthy, and dark,,,

This sefectlon of IDA~approved lighting is part of the line offered by Starry Night Ughts. As these
examples show, full~eutoff lights don't have to be ugly to be effective. h'ol'luQI¥raoy.btrr"l;l>lIItIhluoM

whenever there is activity olltside your
home or business. Taking this step typi
cally reduces your use of electricity for
lighting by more than 90 percent. Such a
saving easily pays for the cost of the sen
sor and its installation.

7) Install reflectors. Many times. you .
can use reflectors to outline a driveway
instead of a string oflights. Reflectors are
cheaper to purchase. cost nothing to run,.
and are unaffecte£l by power outages.

8) Get used to the dark. Onr eyes are
quite good at night. H you take tile trash
out at night. do you need to turn yout.
outdoor lights on? Chances are good that
you'll be able to find the trash can and
make your way to the curb.

Many folks who seek a remedy for light
pollution have taken up residence In pre~

mler observing locations. The country's
most ambitious astronomical develop~
ment is Arizona Sky Village (ASV).

Located In the foothills of the Chi rlca
hua Mountains, ASV sits at the mouth of
Cave Creek Canyon in Portal. Arizona.
Four-acre lots of deed-restricted prop~

ertY and Interval Ownership Haciendas
{time shares} occupy this expanse of
high desert. Several dozen homes
already populate the development.

Arizona Sky Village is the vfsion of its
first residents, Gene Turner and Jack
Newton. Turner combines a lifelong fas~

clnatlon with astronomy with a career in
real estate development to manage the
project's nuts and bolts. Newton, a lead
ing astrolmager for decades, is a house~

hold name among amateur astronomers.
He's producing hls best images ever from
his observatory on the ASV site and also
has discovered several supernovae.

ASV's sky is only acouple tenths of a
magnitude brighter than the most
remote locations on Earth. Southeastern
Arizona enjoys a dry, yet moderate ell·
mate characterized by insignificant snow
and tolerable summer heat. Its latitude is
southerly enough to elude cold fronts
and far enough west to remain dry.

Developments such as Arizona Sky
Village represent the future of dark~sky
astronomy. FIlling desirable locations
with amateur astronomers can only help
to keep light pollution at bay. - M. E. 8.

3) Use only as much light as is
required. Dodt always install the bighest
available wattage. Ifyou're not perform·
ing surgery on your patio) there's no need
for operating room illumination levels.

4) Use only fllll-clltofflight fixtures.
Full-cutoff fixtures shine light onto the
ground and prevent light from crossing
property lines or up into the night sky.

5) Shield exiStillg fixtures. Ifyou're not
quite ready to install new, full-cutoff fIX
tures, light shades are available for many
fIXtures. Shades will convert the fIXtures
into night-sky friendly fixtures for a
minimal cost.

6) Install motion sensors. Such devices
will turn your lights on automatically
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http://www.energystar.gov for more
information about Energy Star's goals.

What can you do'l
I talked to a leading vendor of approved
light fixtures, Anthony Arrigo, president
ofStarry Night Lights. He's come up with
10 ways you can help in the fight against
light pollution. They're listed here with
only slight modifications:

1) Light only what needs lighting.
.This sounds simple, but it typically gets
overlooked. Ask yourself. "Does this even
require lighting!"

2) Light only when you need it to be
lit. OK, so you've determined that it
really requires light. Does it need to be lit
at all times? If you go oilt to your shed

only once a weel~ does it really need to
be lit dusk to dawn every night?

assist states and municipalities in having
a solid baseline for future codes and revi
sions to current ones."

Moving to protect dark skies, Energy
Star included specifications for full
shielding of solid·state streetlights in its
proposed criteria for 2009. Ifpassed. the
requirements will impact the design of all
future LED (light-emitting diode) streel
lights. These criteria are the result of
input gathered at a series of Department
of Energy (DOE) sponsored workshops.

Energy Star is America's most widely
recognized energy efficiency program. It
began in 1992 as a cooperative effort
between the DOE and the EPA. Energy
Star's primary goals are to save money
and reduce environmental impact
through energy-efficient products and
practices. Visit the Energy Star web site at

ofcurrent levels oflight pollution into
EPA research programs.

3) Expand the discussion of well
designed (and thus energy-efficient) out
door lighting in (the federal efficiency
program] Energy Star publications and
standards.

4) Support education about light pol
lution in the agency's education, out
reach, and grant programs.

"Encouraging the EPA to address light
pollution is a great first step at federal
protection of our night skies;' says Chris
tian K. Monrad~ president ofthe IDA
Board of Directors, "We (IDA] estimate
that there are approximately 2.500 out
door lighting codes in the U.S. alone;
some of them very well-written and oth~

ers that are not. Having federal research
and recognition of light pollution would
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My name is Shannon Wood speaking on behalf of the Windward Ahupua'a Alliance
in support of S8 536 SO 1- RELATING TO STARLIGHT RESERVE.

From 1991 until the end of 2005, my husband and I operated a small "boutique" visitor

industry business called A GUIDED TOUR OF THE GALAXYin which we took people out

under Hawai'i's nigh~ skies for an experience available nowhere else in the United States.

Unfortunately, the night lights on O'ahu made it more & more difficult to provide a

high-quality stellar vieWing experience so we reluctantly shut it down. However, as semi

serious amateur astronomers, we still go out ourselves to look at the night skies.

The concepts in this legislation are clearly articulated and well-drafted. However, I do

continue to have some concerns about administrative costs as no money has been included.

Can this advisory committee be tucked into DBEDTs proposed budget?

Nevertheless, the legislation will have a huge impact on not just the visitor industry

but also the entire field of astronomy everywhere across the state.

We urge that you pass SB 536 SD1 - RELATING TO STARLIGHT RESERVE. Mahalo
for the opportunity to submit testimony.
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